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On 27th March, 2014 CUTS Calcutta Resource Centre with the support from Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS Eastern Region Office, Kolkata) was organised an educational awareness programme titled ‘Educational Utilisation Programme’ among students of civil, electrical and mechanical engineering in Global Institute of Management and Technology in Krishnanagar, Nadia, West Bengal. There were attended 78 students, professor, faculties in the programme.

The main objective of the programme was to informing student about BIS Standards and Certification, and building awareness on the different BIS activities and General Safety Standards

The programme was started with the welcome address by Prof. A. K. Majumdar, Principal of Global Institute of Management and Technology. After that Mr. N. K Sinha, Office Manager of CUTS Calcutta Resource Centre had given a brief introduction about CUTS and its endeavour towards Consumer Safety.

Mr. Sumanta Biswas, Project Coordinator of CUTS Calcutta Resource Centre made a presentation that why it is important of different BIS certification, standards to ensure Consumer Safety in our day to day life.

There was present Mr. Govind Roy, Scientist – E (Director), Mr. D. Kujur, and Mr. D. Bhadra from Bureau of Indian Standards (Eastern Region Office, Kolkata). Mr. D. Bhadra of BIS also made a presentation on different BIS activities towards consumer safety. He explains elaborately all the
certificates and standards of BIS among the students. Mr. Govind Roy also added about few new activities of BIS in the meetings.

At the end of the programme CUTS had organised a quiz contest among the students on different BIS activities, certifications, and standards.

The programme ended with vote of thanks.